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PinnacleWorks is a global provider of IT Consultancy and Digital Marketing Services 
to several businesses in India and abroad. Founded in 2012, the company has 
been delivering innovative, custom and packaged solutions designed for unique 
business requirements. The company has a fully integrated off ering to support digital 
transformation of organizations through innovative process, Smart Systems, Motivated 
team and advanced Data analysis.

PinnacleWorks has a wide array of product suite to cater to its clients ever changing 
business needs. Our main motto is to provide best in class, custom products to our clients 
to match their budget and complex business requirements. We have always believed in 
delivering quality results while meeting our deadlines. Whether it’s building a custom 
product for our clients, implementing one of our already built products, running digital 
campaigns, the team, and the company are always dedicated towards giving their best. 

PinnacleWorks has adopted the highest standards of service quality and operational 
excellence enabling the enterprises to maximize productivity, improve speed and 
getting higher ROI.

About the Company

2X
Yearly Growth

20+
Years Of Exp.

5
Industry Domains

300+
Projects

SOME AWESOME FACTS 
ABOUT OUR COMPANY:

PEOPLE

The Eff icient Team of PinnacleWorks, carries high ethical values 
with ever learning attitude to deliver the best possible results, 
resulting in quality results for the projects handled.

PRODUCTIVITY

PinnacleWorks believes in optimal use of resources for delivering 
higher productivity in lower cost and lesser time, resulting into 
better ROI for the clients and higher client retention rate for the 
company

ENVIRONMENT

A flat hierarchy is maintained between the employers & 
employees to keep a stress free environment for the people to 
work in.

ACCURACY AND PRECISION 

The company believes in delivering quality results and therefore 
all its campaigns and strategies are driven by data analytics and 
results driven from them. This adaptation of the same allows the 
company to maintain higher client retention rate.

A BRIEF
OVERVIEW

Name: 
PinnacleWorks Infotech Pvt. Ltd

Founded:
2012

Location:
Gurgaon, India

Website:
www.pinnacle.works
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WHAT IS DIGICAMPUS?

DigiCampus is a Comprehensive Education Management 
Suite for the educational institutions. DigiCampus an 
automation package can help you get extraordinary 
outcomes with the  integrated solution for all the academic 
and administrative requirement of your institute. 

DigiCampus has a powerful range of features to facilitate the 
major entities of educational system i.e. Students, Parents, 
Faculties, Administrative Staff s, Administrator, Governing 
Body, University Off icials, Government Authorities etc... 
with a comprehensive and integrated soft ware solution for 
improved organizational performance. DigiCampus is very 
extensible and scalable in nature as it’s developed with 
state-of-the-art web-based technologies.

DigiCampus also allows its users to access it anywhere 
anytime through its mobile app version, making it 
sustainable for everyone to access the required information 
as per their need. Thus, this handy system acts as one-stop 
solution for the needs of any educational institution.

“EDUCATORS 
NEED TO BE IN 
THE DIGITAL 
SPACE TO KNOW 
WHAT OUR KIDS 
ARE DOING SO 
WE CAN HELP 
THEM NAVIGATE 
THEIR WORLD”

Sarvagya Mishra
Co-Founder, PinnacleWorks

DIGICAMPUS
Educational Institute’s extended arm 
for managing the  organisation.
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ROLE BASED USER 
MANAGEMENT

EFFECTIVE 
OPERATION 
MANAGEMENT

SMART 
MONITORING

COST EFFECTIVE
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

It helps the organisation 
in reducing its expenses 
on resources responsible 
for handling all the 
aforementioned jobs manually 
as each module integrated 
into the product would require 
a team of people if done 
manually with high risk of 
human error involved in the 
same.

Data is one of the most 
important deciding factor 
when it comes to devising 
any plan or taking any 
decision. DigiCampus 
allows the organisation to 
fetch the reports of all the 
activities performed within 
a customised time frame 
to evaluate and decide and 
thence helps in making 
valuable decisions.

It allows the management 
to manage all its human 
resources by investing less 
time and capital. From 
Students to Faculties, from 
leave management to  marks 
evaluation to grievance 
addressal, the organisation 
can do all the things from one 
centralised system with easy 
and user-friendly UI to operate 
on.

The system allows the creation 
of multiple accounts and every 
account may have different 
privileges. This lets the 
organisation’s management 
to monitor all the activities 
performed by an individual 
as well as it makes them to 
handle and execute all the 
operational tasks in the most 
effective manner possible.

WHY DIGICAMPUS?

ADVANTAGES 
OFFERED

When an institute is built then effective management of the organisation plays an important role in its success and 
growth. There are many evident examples in every sector where many well-planned organisations and institutes have 
failed to achieve their goals because of lack of proper channel of communication and monitoring.

DigiCampus which is a centralised monitoring and management system has been built in a way which enables 
educational institutes to manage all their functioning from User Management, Sending Notifications, Academic 
Details and Activities, CourseWare Completion Tracking, Students & Faculty Insights, Attendance Management, 
Student Interaction, Faculty Leave Management System, Grade Management, Fee Collection to Grievance Management 
to Messaging and Chat System, etc. in just one go and through one system.

This helps the administrator and management to monitor all  the ongoing activities within the organisation and 
also provides a transparency about the activities and performance of all  the members as well as addressing their 
grievances without any manipulation of data resulting into effective team management and administration.

Therefore, DigiCampus is a product which is a complete package for any organisation which prefers effective time 
management and where resources could be utilized in best possible manners. All  the modules integrated into the 
product makes it a complete package allowing the system administrators to eventually plan and take their future 
course of action. It also allows conducting surveys or personal discussion if  one wants to get opinion about something 
This provides the management with a good amount of data to analyze from and decide their future coarse of action.
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DigiCampus is a culmination of diff erent modules designed in a way to meet all the possible requirements required by an Institution.
It facilitates the monitoring and execution of diff erent operations from one system at one go!

USER 
MANAGEMENT

GRIEVANCE
MANAGEMENT

STUDENT & 
FACULTY
INSIGHTS

STUDENT
INTERACTION

PLACEMENT
MANAGEMENT

ACADEMIC 
CALENDAR

STUDENTS
FEEDBACK

TIME TABLE
MANAGEMENT

NOTIFICATION 
ENGINE

STUDENT
ATTENDANCE

FACULTY LEAVE
MANAGEMENT

HOSTEL
MANAGEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT
RECORD

ACADEMICS
MANAGEMENT

COURSEWARE
TRACKING

EXAMINATION
MANAGEMENT

ONLINE FEE 
COLLECTION

MARKS & GRADES
MANAGEMENT

TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT

MESSAGING
SYSTEM

ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR YOUR 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE



Made with 
Open Source 
Technologies

Scalable to a 
Million Users

Mobile App 
Available

 Highly 
Customizable with 

Deep Linking

Can be deployed 
both in cloud and 

on premise

Minimal Server 
Hardware 
Required
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REAL-TIME DATA ANALYTICS

Real-Time Reporting and Data Analysis 
allows the management to fetch the data 
on real-time basis for tracking down the 
activities and analyze before making any 
decision. Such data analysis avoids the 
implementation of any decision with high 
risk factor involved leading to better ROI 
and eff ective measures to be taken care 
of.

TRANSPARENT AND 
ERROR FREE CHANNEL 
OF COMMUNICATION 

DigiCampus facilitates transparent 
channel of communication from top level 
authorities to bottom ones and vice-
versa with minimum human intervention 
and least manipulation of data. It also 
enables everyone the students, staff s and 
management to stay on the same page and 
thence enhance maximum participation 
and real time opinion of everyone.
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OUR
SERVICES

OTHER
SOLUTIONS

MORE ABOUT US

OUR PROUD
PARTNERS      

DIGITAL 
& CLOUD 

CONSULTING

WEB  
DESIGNING & 

DEVELOPMENT

ONLINE 
ADVERTISING

MOBILE 
APPLICATION 

DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL
MEDIA 

MANAGEMENT

BRAND & 
REPUTATION 

MANAGEMENT

(QUEUE
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM)

(DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM)

(CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT)



THANK
YOU

CONTACT

Address

PinnacleWorks Infotech (P) Ltd
302/B4, Spaze Itech Park, Sector 49, 
Gurgaon (HR) - 122018
India

Phone

Phone: +91-124-421-2072
Mobile: +91-987-369-7625

Online

Email : digicampus@pinnacleworks.net
Website:  www.digicampus.works
Skype:  pinnacleworks


